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tnZ °hanteiaI; UnallTd’ Which could be hammered into 
’ h.atchetS’ mythes, plowshares, etc., for domestic

peace"” andvatl°" of their lands in the "piping times of 
P ace, and swords, spears, armor, etc., for use in the chase 
01 stirring times of war and conquest.

With the advent of Iron, began 
evolution of mankind, known
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and surmounted with a 
rough stone

conical chimney. Steps

t *• nu.
«-,1 r Tud,"hik°n ,he rieht h,,,d sid' “ * °[ a-"-

madeuse

enclosed in , °n the left is a store of ironstone,
enclosed in a pen formed of long, wooden logs. In the
foreground is a heap of scoria, hammer slag and scale
metT / wot"8 ™ ^ PI"°CeSS °f hammen»S the crude’ 
metal. A workman ,s pulling a cake of iron
ashes, another is hammering on the anvil
iron, just taken from the furnace.
no trace was found of the
being used at this

a new era in the social
as the

Iron Age.
As in the out of thecase of bronze, so in the ^( ; ,,

archLÎogic ^ d'SC°Very is unknown;' '
archaeological remains, gold trinkets, bronze coins ivorv
ornaments, iron swords, scythes, etc., together with rudely 
tombs'of HaUstadTT’ to"' * T ^ P-historm
, , , , ~ ’ Austria, and Jura mountains of Switzer-
and, clearly prove that 2,000 B.C. a Gallic race inhabited 
lese regions of central Europe, who, by taking advantage 

of the discovery of iron, and trading their &
with the Phoenicians, enjoyed material comforts and

”:T(Adoped,!ki" *"d in "«
and neon? ’ u" advance °f the rugged nomadic tribes 

P ople by whom they were surrounded, bearing out the 
famous dictum of Thenard, the Chemist, that 
of the state of civilization 
perfection at which it has 
Iron.

a piece of spongy 
In all these researches, 

use of bellows, natural draft only 
. . period; hence, there is

founding m iron existed in Prehistoric times

ture of some 2,200» 
attainable in the natural draft furnace de^ri^^In^th”01 
ancent furnaces, the iron in the mineral ore' was oTy
the aCsehei°in f ^ a“d dropped dow" among
the ashes in the form of pasty lumps of malleable iron

-ghmg from twelve to sixteen pounds, which were worked
on the anvil by artisans skilled in the craft of Tubal Cain

but

no proof that 
To fuse ironore, and reduce it to

a tempera-

manufactures

So far we have followed the footprints of primitive man 
up through the mists of antiquity, guided only by the 
vi ence furnished in roughly chipped flints and stones 

cunningly worked bronze tools and ornaments, rudeTv 
orme iron weapons, implements, etc., found in deep 
^f"^lidified -d or under alluvia, de’

may judge 
of any nation, by the degree of 
arrived in the

we

workmanship of

Si rm ages.
It ,s not until 1050 B.C. that we cross the threshold of 

history, and enter the domain of scientific fact 
historic record is found in Solomon’s famous message to
Hiram, Klng of Tyre (a Chro„. 2;7)> where „c the
of ?erus!,nemmi»atrhh ^ building the Tempie

Jerusalem, in the golden age of Judea. Said he:
"Send,

B ÜS.

The first

f

me now, there foie, 
sold, and in silver. and :n cunning to work ina man 

krass and iron."
Jjgplllll I he next instance is found 

about 850 B.C.:
1 in Homer's Iliad, writtenmm

som 'e't: **

captive spy, Dolon, tries

331
and

And where the Trojan 
the Greeks: to bribeTig. 3 Primitive Furnace for Smelting Iron.

A wealthy ransom for his life, and tolTllZ^ÜhadlZ^

Much gold and iron, that fit for many labors was. from
SÏLXÆ ^ portion

civilization of^T ^ material progress a"d
Z T f hC Uma" race’ esPecially in Europe, 
greatly accelerated, and largely through
which has felicitously been called

(Continued.)

illustrated n Fig t This a , giapnically
in _-v f nis Pâture was drawn from a model
m relief, prepared in ,866 by a learned Swiss Engineer M 
Qmquerez, and designed from many specimens found iri

the Bernese Jura. ,The furnace 
a cavity m the hillside, covered in with 

cave wall about nine feet, high, plastered

Hallstadt, Austria, and in 
consisted of was

the use of Iron, 
the “King of Metals.”

a con- 
with fire clay,

ON COMMERCIAL MILLING.
(Special correspondent.)

Commercial milling is generally understood to 
that which enables the work to be produced most quickly
and ecoHo™ ny, at the same time with a degree of Jcurac>
that best adapts ,t to following operations 
assembling.

mean
to furnish information relating to the subject m hand 
example of the completeness of the facilities these shops 
contain for studying the requirements of commercial milling 

were informed that nearly 400 milling machines are kept 
n almost constant operation on all varieties of work and B 

^ apparent that the advantages to be derived from such a
exceptional"'^! operations, is
exceptional This experience we understand is placed at
the disposal of those desiring information as to the most 
economical method to adopt: if sample pieces or sketches 
are sent, information is gladly given.

As an

and final we
In this connection it is well 

desirable to know how much 
it is

to bear in mind, that while 
work a machine can produce,

many a time essential to know with what degree of 
accuracy the work can be commercially manufactured.

The rates of speed and feed need not necessarily be the 
unit of the capacity of the machine; but such feeds and 

speeds should be selected as will best produce the work
nn Jhe ll’UStrations show some of the milling operations 

ic o y and slide of a milling machine vise, and the 
writer perceived that the pieces 
assembling when received from the 
hand-fitting required, being surprisingly

commercially.
The Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., from whose shops the 

following examples of commercial milling were obtained, 
is probably one of the most widely known and best equipped

practically ready for 
machine; the amount of 

small.

were
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